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L ’Équipe is a daily sports  paper. Sport has 
become a social phenomenon, so readers 

want to know the background of the events 
they are interested in. With the internet, 
people have live sport updates at their 
fingertips – for example results and players’ 
transfers are broadcast nonstop. We supply 
the analysis and expertise so our readers 
understand the ins and outs of an event.

This means that there is more pressure 
on photographers to supply more, as well 
as a greater variety of images. It also means 
that there is now more competition from 
amateur photographers, who have also 
started to submit images to newspapers. 

If newspapers manage to adapt and become 
complementary to the Internet, then it 
needn’t be a danger for them. But it is already 
evident that the conventional newspaper 
business model will never be the same.

Digital photography has made image 
transmission easier and has allowed newspapers 
to obtain their own photograph ‘du jour’. For 
L’Équipe, this was a revolution as we went from 
publishing 80 per cent of archive material to 
80 per cent news pictures in our daily paper. 

At L’Équipe, we employ 12 full-time 
photographers and we use approximately 25 to 
30 freelancers every month. Some 77 per cent 
of the pictures published in our newspaper are 
commissioned and 23 per cent are pictures 
from agencies. In the last few years our demand 
for photographs has increased significantly, 
because our layout has changed to incorporate 
many more pictures at a smaller size.

The latest trend seems to be for professional 
freelance photographers to get onto the 
books of bigger agencies to ensure that 
they have a steady flow of commissions. At 
the moment, a photo reporter will find the 
best career opportunities in publications, 

that are proactive in their development and 
particularly those with an active website.

In order to become a professional 
photographer, I think it’s necessary to study 
and gain experience at a local paper. I think 
it can be advantageous to master techniques 
and acquire a journalistic flair. Media studies 
at university are useful for learning the basics 
and acquiring professional ethics, but on its 
own it’s not enough. You need to leave the 
education system and get some hands-on 
experience to work out in which subjects 
you are interested in and are suited to. 

We have taken on people without a 
sports background in the past, but I would 
strongly advise those who would like to 
work at L’Équipe to apply after they have 
gained some solid experience in the field. 
That done, all you need to do is be able 
to take good pictures and be smart!

Back in the day photographers had mobile 
darkrooms (see picture below) with a 

darkroom man and a wireman accompanying 
them to big events, such as a football match at 
Hampden. Nowadays the photographer has also to 
be the picture editor and the wireman. With digital 
technology there’s the expectation that everything 
has to be instantly available and the volume of 
pictures viewed has increased hugely. At The 
Scotsman we look at around 12,000 pictures a day. 

But despite so many developments in the 
industry, our need for commissioned photography 
has roughly stayed the same over the past ten 
years. The need for pictures overall has increased 
due to design changes and the newer compact 
size of the paper. The last time I counted, we 
were publishing 1200 pictures a week. 

We have eleven staff photographers (two 
work part time) across the three titles, The 
Scotsman, Scotland on Sunday and The 
Edinburgh Evening News. We had to cut the 
amount of freelancers we commission, but still 
use some regularly, especially for stories from 
London for the magazine and the arts section.

Of course we also have contracts with the 
Press Association, Reuters, AP and Getty and 
Scottish News and Sport (SNS), who supply a 
lot of our sport images. We publish thousands 
of agency pictures – from SNS alone we 
used more than 2000 pictures last year.

Newspaper groups have been looking 
at ways to make savings as they try to 
manage declining newspaper sales and 
falling advertising revenue. This means a 
lower head count and smaller budgets, so 
photographers need to be more versatile 
than ever – having clients in the commercial 
and PR fields could be the key to survival.

The internet has brought many changes, but 
as far as I am aware there is not a great amount 
of extra money paid for pictures that are used 

Good images are always needed, so I think 
newspapers will remain big employers 

for photographers. In the past 20 years, 
newspapers have hugely increased the 
amount of photos and illustrations they use.

These are largely supplied by professional 
photographers, although, there is the 
occasional great picture from an amateur 
photographer that makes it into print. 

The German tabloid newspaper Bild tried 
to harness the power of reader reports and 
images and encouraged them to send in images 
and offered payment. The resulting output 
was analysed by Munich University. After 
two years, images supplied by readers only 
amounted to two per cent of printed images. 

W ith the internet, there are, of course, 
people who now get their news online, 

but it’s not clearly divided into internet users 
and newspaper readers. It’s rather that 
people who read newspapers also look at 
news online, so in terms of reader numbers 
it hasn’t made that much of a difference.

These days, photographers just send their 
images in, rather than coming and looking 
over the images with us. We still try to give 
feedback and stay in contact, but it’s harder 
to do because there are fewer people working 
on the paper, with less time on their hands.

To work as a newspaper photographer you 
have to have lot of enthusiasm for the job and 
really want to work for a newspaper. It’s different 
from working for magazines or working on your 
own. For example, a photographer can be very 
good at doing, let’s say, a photo reportage in 
Romania, but completely go to pieces working 
at a regional paper where he has to cover lots 
of different assignments in a very short space of 
time. It’s a very different type of work to the kind 
of photo reportage that was published in Stern at 
the height of their reportage days, for example.

There are three, full-time photographers 
who work for us and eight freelancers 
who we regularly commission. About 20 
per cent of our images come from these 
photographers and the rest are from 
agencies, but it varies from day to day.

Although the agencies supply a lot of 
images, we employ photographers to 
shoot local stories, which the agencies 
don’t cover. So a photographers’ best 
chance of finding employment is probably 
with newspapers who have a large local 
or regional section, because they require 
photographers to cover a lot of local events.

At our paper there is roughly the same amount 
of work for photographers as there has always 

on newspaper websites. In fact we don’t have 
any money in our budget for it. For marketing 
themselves though, the internet is a great 
tool. There are now templated sites available 
at a relatively low cost that make it easy to set 
up a professional looking website (see www.
pictureditor.co.uk). Having an online portfolio, 
makes your work easily available to prospective 
employers. Back that up with social networking and 
you can soon find yourself pitching to new clients.

I think the local paper route is still a great way 
to learn your craft. You will shoot a good variation 
of jobs and you will have to work under deadline. 
Hopefully you will also work alongside senior 
photographers and gain from their experience.

When it comes to introducing yourself 
to a newspaper you would like to work for, 
presentation is still important. Get your captions 
right and make it clear what the story is about. 
Preferably send jpgs on the ftp and phone. We 
are in the communication business after all.

The best way to get a foot in the door? 
Buy a big pair of boots and keep kicking.

The study concluded that newsworthy, high-
value images are the exception and that using 
reader images was more a way to encourage 
readers’ loyalty, rather than news gathering.

However, one effect of more and more 
nonprofessionals breaking into the market 
is what has been called the people’s 
paparazzi movement. As celebrities are 
increasingly denied any privacy, courts 
might take to protecting the rights of 
people in the public eye more than they 
are now. This would, of course, be a very 
undesirable development for newspapers.

On the whole, newspapers are going strong 
in Germany with seven out of ten Germans 
reading a daily paper regularly. That’s 49 million 
people, who can choose from 347 titles with 
1509 local editions. In total there are 19.4 
million daily papers printed with another five 
million weekly and Sunday papers. However, 
this is the second time in only a decade that 
newspapers had to deal with lower advertising 
revenue and there is also a slight trend towards 
declining numbers of subscribers. Newspapers, 
just like other media, feel the impact of the 
global economic situation, which is reflected in 
advertising sales as well as how much individual 
households are prepared to spend on media.

In terms of circulation, the national papers 
are doing well, but there has been a slight 
decrease in local and regional papers. 

The newspaper advertising market is 
worth four billion euro, which makes it the 
biggest advertising platform (22 per cent) 
in Germany – even ahead of television. 

Newspapers used to draw in roughly the 
same amount of money from advertising as from 
selling papers. In 2009 for the first time, more 
revenue came from retail. This makes German 
newspapers less dependent on advertising 
than, for example papers in the UK or US. 

Digital technologies will play a major role 
in newspapers’ future, with news being 
distributed via the internet and mobile 
channels. In Germany there are already 
20 million unique users for newspaper 
websites. However, so far newspapers 
haven’t managed to turn it into profit.

been. Still, the market for photographers is tough 
at the moment, because newspapers have less 
money and are making cuts. Having said that 
a good photographer will always find work. 

The best thing photographers can do to stay 
competitive is to be good, quick and flexible. 
We get people doing work placements at our 
paper and if they turn out to be good we will 
keep giving them work. However, if it turns out 
that they don’t answer their telephone or are 
always busy then we obviously won’t call them 
again. They also have to understand what a story 
is about. Is it a portrait, or is it a story about 
flowers being planted in the castles’ garden? If 
people don’t understand the differences and 
aren’t switched on to our editorial processes, 
then it’s difficult to keep employing them.

There are fewer photographers approaching 
me for work these days than there used 
to be – maybe ten photographers a year, 
which was very different 15 years ago, 
when there were lots more. I think many 
are working for online agencies now.

 No matter what technology they have, 
amateurs won’t be able to step into the role 
of the professionals and supply regularly news 
images, because the layperson usually can’t 
take very good images, thank God. Sometimes 
writers will supply images, but it is much more 
of an exception than the rule. The only scenario 
where I could imagine an amateur images 
being printed in the paper is if they were the 
first to photograph a major news event, but 
that kind of thing doesn’t happen very often.
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InsIDe knoWLeDGe NeWSPAPeR PHOTOGRAPHY
ALTHOUGH THe  MARKeT IS cHANGING, NeWSPAPeRS ARe STILL A BIG eMPLOYeR FOR PHOTOGRAPHeRS. THRee DAILY PAPeRS AND ONe NeWSPAPeR 
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WIth the InteRnet theRe’s moRe 

PRessuRe on PhotoGRaPheRs 

to suPPLY moRe, as WeLL as 

a GReateR vaRIetY of ImaGes. 

aLso, theRe’s moRe comPetItIon 

fRom amateuR PhotoGRaPheRs.


